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Bitcoin to Take Gold as U.S. Regulation
Embrace Tops China Ban

$30,000 Bitcoin Similar to $4,000 in 2018-19

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
July +8%, 2021 to August 3: +105%
Bitcoin July +20%, 2021 +32%
Ethereum July +11%, 2021 +237%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Bitcoin and Ethereum are
discounted bull markets that solidified bases of support in
June and July, as we see it, with the primary threat to
resuming upward price trajectories a macroeconomic risk-off
event. Resurfacing deflationary forces indicated by declining
U.S. Treasury bond yields and peaking commodities add
underpinnings to gold and Bitcoin. We see the digital and
analog stores-of-value advancing together.
The increasing dichotomy between China pushing back and
the U.S adding clearer rules may mark part of a new and
different kind of cold war. Countries restricting capital flows
may fall behind in the digitalization process of money and
finance.

Accelerating digitalization of money and finance emphasize
the free-market capitalism attributes of crypto assets and the
drawbacks of tightly controlled China. The U.S. embrace of
digital assets with regulation vs. China's increasing hostility
are likely to play out favorably for Bitcoin and the dollar.

What Once Was Resistance Is Now Support. The
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI) has gained about
105% in 2021 to Aug. 3 and we see probabilities tilted toward
further upside. Consisting of 40% Bitcoin and 40% Ethereum,
the index had a significant correction to the old highs from
2018 and appears well supported. It's been about three years
and we see a technical correction with broader bullish
underpinnings. Bitcoin is becoming digital gold in a world
going that way, while Ethereum is the go-to platform for the
digitalization of money and finance.

Bitcoin, Ethereum & Dollar Underpinnings
Bitcoin Set to Turn $40,000 Into Support as Bull Gets Its
Breath. This year is prime for Bitcoin to take the next step in
its price-discovery stage and we see a refreshed bull market.
Speculative excesses have been expunged, Ethereum has
earned the status as a worthy companion and most of the
pressure factors are longer-term bullish. China crackdowns
and U.S. regulation are part of maturation.

Discounted Bull-Markets? Ethereum and BGCI

A Discounted Bitcoin Bull Market? Bitcoin appears to have
built a base around $30,000 that's akin to $4,000 at the start
of 2019, and we see performance parallels that could get the
benchmark crypto back on track toward $100,000. The
longest period below its 20-week moving average since
2018-19 indicates weak longs have been cleansed within an
enduring bull market. What's changed in about three years is
sufficient to sustain more of the same for most of Bitcoin's
history -- rising prices. Supply is declining while demand and
adoption are rising in most countries that welcome open
discourse and free-market capitalism.
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One of the most important aspects of crypto assets -- the
dominance of dollar-backed trading -- is measured indirectly
in the BGCI. Tether is the world's most widely traded crypto.
It's a digital-dollar and Ethereum-based token.

Back to Enduring Bond, Bitcoin Trends in 2H?

U.S. Dollar Dominating Crypto Trading. A reason China
may continue to push against open-source software crypto
assets is the increasing dominance of the dollar. Free-market
capitalism is on the rise via digital assets and unless enduring
trends reverse, the U.S. dollar and Bitcoin stand to be
primary beneficiaries. Our graphic depicts dollar dominance,
one of the most significant developments of 2021 in cryptos.
When sorted by volume on Coinmarketcap, three of the topfive traded cryptos are digital dollars. This is happening
organically on a global scale, and currencies from countries
that are antagonistic to the greenback -- namely China and
Russia -- have almost no trading presence via digital tokens.

We see bullish fundamental underpinnings for Bitcoin and
bonds improving, thus favoring the enduring trends. They're
linked. Negative yields in Japan and much of Europe are a
downward pull for the U.S. and enhance the value of the
upcoming digital reserve asset.

Top Winner in Digitalization: The U.S. Dollar

If You Can't Beat the Trend. Bitcoin, gold and long bonds
are top assets set to outperform in 2H, in our view. The fact
that the metal and Treasury bond prices have been
advancing for decades and recently dipped enhances their
relative value, yet gold appears increasingly naked if not
paired with Bitcoin. The crypto represents rapidly advancing
technology pressuring inflation and supporting quantitative
easing, which buoys the stock market. Our graphic depicts
Bitcoin potentially reasserting its leadership status in 2021,
with a 2H gain of about 10% to Aug. 3.
Bitcoin is helping to bank the unbanked, and the primary upand-coming country, China, doesn't permit the free flow of
capital or discourse.

This May Be the Only Chart That Matters in 2H

Smarter Than the Trend?
Who Wins, Consensus or Trend? Bitcoin, Gold & Bond
Bull-Markets. Bitcoin and gold are poised to follow the
resumed upward trajectory of U.S. Treasury bond prices in
2H, we believe. Probabilities are rising that bearish 1H
consensus will turn out to be temporary and provide an
opportunity for more-enduring bull markets starting from a
discount.
Trend's-Your-Friend Rules Favor Bitcoin, Long Bonds.
When views that counter longer-term trends become
consensus, probabilities often tilt back toward enduring
trajectories, which is the bullish outlook we see for Bitcoin
and U.S. Treasury long bonds at the start of August. Both
have had substantial corrections that typically favor
responsive buyers, rather than encouraging new shorts at
unfavorable relative-value levels unless fundamental drivers
have reversed. Our graphic depicts entrenched trajectories
in declining bond yields and the rising price of Bitcoin.

Juxtaposed are crude oil down about 4% and rising Treasury
bond prices. Copper and crude may have peaked in 1H, and
high correlations indicate greater downside risks if the stock
market falters.
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Bitcoin Set to Regain Upper Hand vs. Crude Oil

Bullish Bitcoin - Hash Rate vs. Crude Oil
Hash Rate and Crude Oil: A Bit of Reversion Is Bullish
Bitcoin. The Bitcoin hash rate and crude oil may appear to
have little in common, but some reversion from extreme
levels has bullish implications for the crypto. Crude may have
peaked in July within an enduring bear market, adding
pressure to bond yields. Upside potential is elevated for the
Bitcoin hash rate following the sharp decline.
Bitcoin Hash-Rate Correction Is Likely Complete. The
sharpest-ever plunge in the Bitcoin hash rate is likely over
and the price set to keep recovering, if previous patterns
play out again. Down about 30% on a 20-week basis, the
velocity of the decline of the 10-day hash rate from
Coinmetrics has never been more extreme. A plunging hash
rate reflects discombobulation among China's miners and is
a temporary dip in the discovery and Bitcoin price trends, as
we see it. The graphic shows the computing power of the
network bottoming from similar declines in December 2018
and May 2020. The exit of Bitcoin mining from China
enhances decentralization as it shifts to more sustainable
jurisdictions, notably the U.S.

Our graphic depicts Bitcoin recovering from the 30%
discount threshold to its 20-week moving average that has
proven to be buoyant support in the past. Juxtaposed is WTI
crude oil, backing away from the most extended level above
its 100-week moving average since the 2008 peak.

Digital Gold, Dollar & Ethereum

Short-Term Pain for Longer-Term Gain?

Cryptos in 2H: Digital Gold, Ethereum Platform, Dollar
Dominance. As 2021 progresses, we see momentum in
Bitcoin adoption, Ethereum building the digital fintech
infrastructure and dollar dominance remaining predominant
themes. About $30,000 for the No. 1 crypto and $2,000 for
the No. 2 are solidifying support levels. Bitcoin and Ethereum
appear to be discounted bull markets.
Ethereum Appears as a Resting Bull With Ark. The
digitalization of money and finance is accelerating and the
go-to platform is Ethereum, which we see maintaining an
upward price trajectory. There are few days that pass without
headlines like "We have to be in the crypto space" from
Mastercard's CEO on July 30. The lessons of Kodak and
Blockbuster mean most corporations are more likely to
adopt the technology than risk falling behind. Our graphic
(next page) depicts what appears as an enduring trend in the
price of Ethereum outperforming the MVIS CryptoCompare
Digital Assets 100 Index since 2017, and notably since 2019.
Overlaid is similar upward trajectory of the Ark Innovation
ETF.

Gas flaring is a problem that Bitcoin mining is helping to
solve, in addition to enhancing renewables and helping
govern power grids.
Discounted Bitcoin vs. Elevated Crude Oil. The dip in the
Bitcoin bull-market appears over, and an end of the bounce
in crude oil may provide underpinnings. Crude is the world's
most significant commodity, and a companion with inflation
and U.S. Treasury bond yields. The long bond sustaining
below 2% indicates entrenched deflationary forces, which
support the price of Bitcoin. When prices get stretched
against more-enduring fundamental trends, it typically takes
only a slight catalyst to trigger some reversion -- the
condition we observe in too-hot crude vs. too-cold Bitcoin.
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Our key takeaway from the July 21 event featuring a panel
with Elon Musk, Cathie Wood and Jack Dorsey was Musk's
acknowledgment that the No. 2 crypto is among his
holdings.

Ark and Ethereum Upward Trajectories

Tether Volume and Rising Ethereum Price. The most
widely traded crypto asset -- Tether -- is a prime use-case for
Ethereum and supports the No. 2 crypto's rising price.
Dipping to the lower end of the range at about $50 billion,
the 30-day average volume for the world's benchmark digital
dollar is more than 2x that of Bitcoin and is moving upward.
The increasing adoption of Tether, an Ethereum token, is a
leading indicator of the seemingly unstoppable digitalization
of money and finance, with Ethereum at the epicenter.
Increasing Digitalization, Dollars and Ethereum
Disruptive innovation is the theme of the Ark fund, which is a
good proxy for Ethereum. The No. 2 crypto is likely more at
risk to a pullback in the stock market than store-of-value
Bitcoin.
Ethereum and the Path Toward $4,000. Ethereum is
beating out competitors, and we believe its rising status as
the go-to platform for the digitalization of finance and money
infrastructure should keep its price on the rise. The graphic
depicts the No. 2 crypto building a base around $2,000 and
Bitcoin doing similar at just above $30,000. We see
probabilities tilted toward more price-appreciation
resumption and for Ethereum to rise toward $4,000.
Ethereum has been outperforming Bitcoin for about two
years, and in the aftermath of the B-Word conference, we
expect more of the same.

Unless innovation and related digitalization trends reverse,
demand for and the price of Ethereum may keep rising.
Uniswap is the world's largest decentralized exchange and
operates on the Ethereum blockchain. Uniswap volume is
about half that of Coinbase's.

Consolidating Bulls, Ethereum Upper Hand
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{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal

(4pm NY, August 3)
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Market Access data on BI COMD

(4pm, NY, August 3)
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